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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-02715 
CASE NAME: CAVANAGH VS. SWALLOW 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
FILED BY BRADLEY CAVANAGH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing continued by stipulation to 8/29/18 at 9:00 a.m. in Dept. 9. 

 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00305 
CASE NAME: SMITH VS. SMITH 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE A 4th Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY MARLENE SMITH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Present Motion 
 
Before the Court is Plaintiff’s motion for leave to file a fourth amended complaint (the “Motion”).  
The Motion is opposed by Defendant Raymond D. Smith, an individual, and his corporation, 
Raymond D. Smith, Inc., a California corporation (“Defendants,” collectively).  For the reasons 
stated below, the Motion is denied. 
 
Plaintiff seeks leave to amend her operative complaint.  The extent of Plaintiff’s proposed 
amendments, however, are unclear as she has failed to comply with California Rule of Court, 
Rule 3.1324, subdivision (a)(2) and (a)(3), requiring that the Motion be filed with a line-by-line 
explanation of the changes.  Defendants argue, and the Court agrees, that Plaintiff’s non-
compliance is fatal to her Motion.   
 
Defendants now make exactly the same argument that Plaintiff made in her October 13, 2017 
Opposition to Defendant’s Motion for Leave to File an Amended Cross-Complaint – non-
compliance with Rule 3.1324.  The Court previously agreed with Plaintiff and denied 
Defendants’ motion.  It noted, “Defendants fail[ed] to provide the requisite details mandated by 
the rule.”   
 
Now, for the very same reason, it agrees with Defendants.  Plaintiff has failed to provide the 
requisite details mandated by the rule.   
 
It is very difficult for the Court to discern what changes Plaintiff wishes to make in her pleading, 
but it appears that they are not as insubstantial as the text of the memorandum of points and 
authorities would suggest.  Compliance with the Rules of Court would assist both Defendants 
and the Court in assessing the impact of a motion such as this, made so close to trial. 
 
Plaintiff’s Motion is denied without prejudice. 
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Request for Judicial Notice 
Defendants’ unopposed request for judicial notice of exhibits A-C is granted.  Request for 
judicial notice of exhibit D is denied. 
 
Rulings on Plaintiff’s unopposed request for judicial notice of the below listed exhibits are as 
follows: 
Exhibit A: granted, but not the truth of its contents 
Exhibit B: granted 
Exhibit C: granted 
Exhibit D: granted, but not the truth of its contents 
Exhibit E: granted, but not the truth of its contents 

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00407 
CASE NAME: BRYON JENSEN VS. JOHN MUIR MEDICAL CENTER 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY RAN S. KIM M.D. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Court continues this hearing to 8/29/18 at 9:00 a.m. based on the Declaration filed by 
Plaintiff’s Counsel on 8/8/18. 

 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01525 
CASE NAME: LAUREN GLICKMAN VS JOHN GANEY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER FILED BY JOHN GANEY, 
EPIC CARE CORPORATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants’ motion for a protective order is denied. 
 
Defendants overstate the potential problem with respect to Request 6.  “Metadata” is a defined 
term.  As plaintiffs say, they “are not seeking the data dictionary or any other proprietary 
information concerning Defendant’s electronic health system.”  (Opposition, p.6.)  The metadata, 
as defined, are relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence.  Nor does the time frame present a problem.  If there are no medical records after 
May 2016 that relate to the care of plaintiffs’ decedent, then there is no issue about an over-long 
time frame.  If there are medical records that relate to his care after May 2016, then they are 
discoverable and must be produced.  There is no basis on which to issue a protective order. 
 
Similarly, defendants overstate the issue as to Request 7.  Plaintiffs have described, in their 
opposition papers, what they seek.  That description does not sweep in the proprietary materials 
discussed in the Declaration of Richard Roth. Thus, defendants’ asserted need for a protective 
order as to Request Number 7 is irrelevant. As stated in plaintiffs’ opposition, the request seeks 
“the manual that provides instruction for each medical staff and professional to input medical 
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information in the electronic health record system.”  (Opposition, p.7.)  If there is more than one 
such manual, or if there are memoranda, directives, or other writings that provide such 
instruction, they must be produced.   
 
Plaintiffs seek sanctions.  Under CCP 2031.30(b) the court shall impose a monetary sanction 
“unless it finds that the one subject to the sanction acted with substantial justification or that 
other circumstances make the imposition of the sanction unjust.”  CCP 2031.060 requires one 
moving for a protective order to accompany the motion with “a meet and confer declaration 
made under Section 2016.040.”  That must state facts showing a reasonable and good faith 
attempt at an informal resolution of each issue presented by the motion.”  CCP 2016.040.  Here, 
the only possible such declarations are those of Christina M. Locher and Steven R. Enochian.  
But neither contains facts showing a reasonable and good faith attempt at an informal resolution 
of each issue presented by the motion.  Indeed, from all that appears in the declarations, the 
issues raised by the protective order (such as trade secret, and the definition of metadata) were 
not even raised before the motion was made.  Moreover, there is no evidence of any attempt to 
seek to resolve these issues after the Discovery Facilitator’s recommendation was made.  
Therefore the Court awards sanctions of $2,940 which shall be paid on or before September 28, 
2018. 

 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01531 
CASE NAME: FRANCISCO SIOSON VS. WELLS FARGO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL 
FILED BY FRANCISCO J. SIOSON, PRISCILLA S. SIOSON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is denied.  The Court expects counsel to continue to represent plaintiffs zealously 
and to complete whatever discovery is necessary to prepare the case for mediation and, if 
necessary, trial. 

 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01747 
CASE NAME: VALENTIN VS. SCHLEMMER 
HEARING ON PETITION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION & STAY ACTION 
FILED BY KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN, INC., KAISER FOUNDATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendants Kaiser Foundation Hospitals, The Permanente Group, Inc. and Kaiser 
Foundation Health Plan, Inc.’s (“Kaiser”) motion to compel arbitration and stay the action as to 
Kaiser is granted.   
 
             Plaintiff Isaura Valentin stipulated to arbitration of her claims and to a stay of her action 
against Kaiser while her superior court action against the remaining Defendants, City of 
Richmond (“the City”) and Jacqueline Schlemmer (“Schlemmer”) proceeds to court.   
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             Only the City objects, in part, to Defendants’ Petition.  It asks that the issue of damages 
against all Defendants, including Kaiser, be resolved in court rather than arbitration.  
 
             The City lacks standing to interfere with or limit the scope of the arbitration agreement 
between Kaiser and its member, Plaintiff.  The arbitration provision applies to all claims against 
Kaiser, including both liability and damages.  Only the party subject to the arbitration provision 
can object under CCP Section 1281.2(c) to submission of the claims, or any part thereof, to 
arbitration.  Plaintiff has agreed that liability and damages against Kaiser will be decided 
in arbitration.   
 
 Even if the City were to have standing to challenge the arbitration agreement on the 
ground that potentially conflicting rulings on a common issue of law or fact might occur, CCP 
Section 1281.2(c) specifically states that this ground “is not applicable to an agreement to 
arbitrate disputes as to the professional negligence of a health care provider made pursuant to 
CCP Section 1295.”  This case involves a claim of professional negligence against Kaiser, and 
Kaiser’s arbitration provision is an agreement made pursuant to CCP Section 1295. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-02435 
CASE NAME: APPLEGATE VS. REGENCY AUBURN 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
FILED BY REGENCY AUBURN, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing dropped by Court due to stipulation for stay of litigation received 8/9/18. 

 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00081 
CASE NAME: FEILING VS. US BANK TRUST N.A. 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY US BANK TRUST, N.A., BSI FINANCIAL SERVICES 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 The hearings on the two pending demurrers are continued by the Court to September 
26, 2018, at 9:00 a.m., in Department 9.  Plaintiff shall file and serve corrected opposition 
memoranda on or before September 6, 2018.  Defendants may, but are not required to, file 
supplemental reply memoranda. 
 
 In addition to being filed one court day late, plaintiff’s opposition memoranda do not 
comply with the California Rules of Court.  The memoranda exceed the maximum page limit, 
without leave of court.  (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.1113, subd. (d).) The memoranda exceed 
10 pages, but do not have a table of contents or a table of authorities.  (Cal. Rules of Court, 
rule 3.1113, subd. (f).) And the memoranda include an untabbed exhibit.  (Cal. Rules of Court, 
rule 3.1110, subd. (f).) 
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 The Court is somewhat surprised to see these multiple defects, given the Court’s ruling 
of June 13, 2018.  When sustaining the demurrer of defendant Breckenridge to plaintiff’s original 
Complaint, the Court ruled in pertinent part as follows: 
 

The Court previously provided plaintiff an extended deadline to file a first 
amended complaint. The Court was not required to do that, but chose to do so 
as a courtesy to plaintiff and plaintiff’s counsel, in response to the declaration of 
plaintiff’s counsel concerning calendaring issues. The first amended complaint 
was due May 31, 2018. 

 
No amended complaint has been filed.  No opposition has been filed. Plaintiff’s 
counsel has abused the Court’s forbearance. The Court now states explicitly: 
deadlines imposed by the Court and/or statute or rule of court shall be observed 
and complied with.  Failure to do so is likely to result in offending papers being 
disregarded, the imposition of sanctions, and/or other appropriate consequences. 

 
Plaintiff’s counsel is again admonished to comply with applicable rules and deadlines. 
 
 The Court also requests briefing on the following two questions.  First, how could 
Civil Code section 2924.11 support a cause of action based on a trustee’s sale that took place in 
2017, when section 2924.11 did not come into effect until January 1, 2018?  Second, how could 
Civil Code section 2924.12 support a cause of action for injunctive relief, when a trustee’s sale 
has already taken place? 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00081 
CASE NAME: FEILING VS. US BANK TRUST N.A. 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY SETERUS, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Please see Line 8. 

 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00447 
CASE NAME: HORNER LAW VS. VAZQUEZ 
HEARING ON ORDER OF EXAMINATION AS TO ERIC MANKIN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Appearance required. 
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11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00447 
CASE NAME: HORNER LAW VS. VAZQUEZ 
HEARING ON ORDER OF EXAMINATION AS TO LI-ANN VAZQUEZ 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Appearance required. 

 

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00851 
CASE NAME: APPLEGATE VS. LEHNER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS COMPLAINT FOR RES JUDICATA 
FILED BY TIMOTHY LEHNER, DEBORAH LEHNER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing dropped by Court due to stipulation for stay of litigation received 8/9/18. 

 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01101 
CASE NAME: MABRIE VS. 1700 SAN PABLO, LLC 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: CONTEMPT FOR VIOLATION OF COURT'S TRO OF 
5/29/18  /  SET BY DEPT. 9 FROM EX PARTE APPEARANCE ON 6/13/18 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The parties shall appear.  If either party seeks to offer live testimony, it shall notify opposing 
counsel and the Court of the identity of the witnesses and the expected length of the direct 
examination by 4:00 p.m. on August 21, 2018. 

 

  

14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01101 
CASE NAME: MABRIE VS. 1700 SAN PABLO, LLC 
HEARING ON OSC WHY PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION SHOULD NOT ISSUE 
FILED 05-29-18 BY DAVID MABRIE M.D. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The parties shall appear.  If either party seeks to offer live testimony, it shall notify opposing 
counsel and the Court of the identity of the witnesses and the expected length of the direct 
examination by 4:00 p.m. on August 21, 2018. 
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15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL17-04090 
CASE NAME: PARTOW VS. FORD-SPEARS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
FILED BY DEANGEIELA D. FORD-SPEARS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is granted.  CCP 415.20 says that if personal service cannot be effected with 
reasonable diligence, then service may be made by leaving a copy of the summons and 
complaint at the person’s dwelling house, [or] usual place of abode…in the presence of a 
competent member of the household….who shall be informed of the contents thereof….” 
 
Here, plaintiff served defendant’s niece, Erica Robinson.  There is no evidence that she was a 
“member of [defendant’s] household.”   In fact, the lease attached to the complaint does not list 
Ms. Robinson as an occupant of the demised premises. 
 
Nor was the complaint left at defendant’s “dwelling house [or] usual place of abode.”  At the time 
Ms. Robinson was given the papers, she was delivering the keys to the apartment to the 
landlord’s representative.  Clearly, the fair implication is that defendant had moved out of the 
apartment by that time, and it was then neither Ms. Spears’ dwelling house or usual place of 
abode. 
 
If there is any doubt about this, Exhibit B to Mr. Partow’s declaration is entitled “Tenant Vacancy 
Record.”  It shows the apartment was vacated; not occupied.  It also contains a forwarding 
address for defendant.  Plaintiff could have attempted personal service at that address, but did 
not.  Instead, he relied on the defective service described above. 
 
Although it is a technical matter unnecessary to the decision, the Court notes that defendant 
correctly observes that the Proof of Service of Summons (attached as Exhibit A to Mr. Partow’s 
Declaration) is not properly filled in. 
 
Plaintiff argues that defendant had notice of the complaint because she sent a letter dated 
December 12, 2017 disputing the disposition of her security deposit.  But that does not refer to 
any legal action pending against Ms. Spears.  Indeed, it addresses only the usual security 
deposit issues that can arise at the end of tenancy.  It does not support an inference that Ms. 
Spears knew she had be named as a defendant in a lawsuit. 
 
The fact that plaintiff may have mailed copies of the complaint to Ms. Spears does not substitute 
for the service required by statute.  Moreover, the Court notes that Exhibit D to Mr. Paltrow’s 
Declaration does not bear Ms. Spear’s signature.  It appears that someone named Kim Baker 
signed for the package mailed by Ms. Moradi.  It is not clear who Ms. Baker is, or what 
relationship, if any, she has to Ms. Spears. 
 
The law prefers cases be resolved on their merits.  Defendant may have until September 19, 
2018 to file a response to the complaint.   
 
If plaintiff wishes to amend his complaint, he shall meet and confer with defense counsel on or 
before September 5, 2018.  If defendant stipulates to an amendment to the complaint, then the 
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stipulation shall specify the dates by which the amended complaint and a response to it shall be 
filed and served.  The dates in such a stipulation shall supersede the requirement that 
defendant respond to the existing complaint by September 19, 2018. 
 
If the parties are unable to stipulate to the filing of an amended complaint, then defendant must 
respond to the existing complaint by September 19, 2018 and plaintiff may file an appropriate 
motion seeking leave to amend and reclassify. 

 

  

16.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL17-05281 
CASE NAME: CAPITAL ONE VS. LAUGHLIN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
FILED BY CAPITAL ONE BANK (USA), N.A 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is unopposed and appears to be meritorious.  It is granted. 

 

  

17.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN18-0637 
CASE NAME: SEGOVIA VS. CANCIAMILLA 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE 
SET BY DEPT. 9 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Petitioner Victor’s Segovia’s writ of mandate pursuant to CCP Section 1085 is denied.  
Segovia contends that Respondent Joseph Canciamilla, Contra Costa County Clerk-Recorder-
Registrar (“Registrar”) had a ministerial duty (1) to file Segovia’s papers on March 9, 2018 since 
he had the filing fee in cash, and (2) to extend the filing deadline and accept his paperwork on 
March 13, 2018.   

 Traditional mandamus under CCP Section 1085 is not the correct remedy.  Elections 
Code Sections 13314(a)(1) and 16100 are the correct bases for relief.  Elections Code Section 
13314(a)(1) governs preelection remedies, and Section 16100 governs postelection remedies.  

  Elections Code Section 13314(a)(1) provides: 

An elector may seek a writ of mandate alleging that an error or omission has 
occurred, or is about to occur, in the placing of a name on, or in the printing of, a 
ballot, county voter information guide, state voter information guide, or other 
official matter, or that any neglect of duty has occurred, or is about to occur. 

  Courts have interpreted this section to apply only to preelection remedies.  Courts have 
held that Elections Code Section 13314 (previously Elections Code Section 10015) “is designed 
to correct preelection ballot errors, rather than to invalidate an election which has already been 
conducted.  See Salazar v. City of Montebello (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 953, 956-957.  The Court 
in Salazar explained:  “Postelection relief is governed by quo warranto proceedings or by 
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Elections Code Section 20021.”  (now Elections Code Section 16100).  Salazar cites to 
Kilbourne v. City of Carpinteria (1976) 56 Cal.App.3d 11. 

 Kilbourne involved a special recall election of a city council member, but there was a 
ballot error misspelling his name.  The city council member did not seek a writ of mandate until 
after the election was held to invalidate the election based on the ballot error.  The trial court 
ruled, in relevant part, that it lacked jurisdiction and that the matter was moot.   

 The appellate court held that the trial court lacked jurisdiction to invalidate the election 
because the postelection relief sought was not found in statute.  The city council member should 
have sought relief preelection, as provided in the statute.  Id. at 16.  (referring to previous 
Section 10016, which allowed for “correcting ballot errors”) (now Section 13314)  

 The Court in Kilbourne also added a second reason why the writ should not be granted:  

Moreover, the matter is rendered moot by reason of the events which have 
occurred since the recall election; namely, the votes have been counted and 
canvassed and the results certified; a special election has been held filling the 
vacancy created by the recall of petitioner and the term of the office itself will 
expire after March 9, 1976.  Clearly, the recall of petitioner as a result of the 
election held of July 23, 1974 is a fait accompli and there is not “effectual relief” 
that could be granted to petitioner even if his appeal had merit.     

Id. at 17.   

 McKinney v. Superior Court (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 951 is similar.  McKinney involved a 
runoff election for mayor in San Diego.  The candidates on the ballot were the two top vote 
getters from the primary.  However, about five weeks before the election, the city clerk qualified 
a third person as a write-in candidate.  The apparent winner and the write-in candidate each 
received about 34 percent of the votes, separated by a few votes.  Petitioner voter contested the 
mayoral election of real party in interest, the City of San Diego, arguing that the City charter 
precluded write-in candidates in the run-off election.   

 The trial court denied petitioner’s request for temporary restraining orders to halt the vote 
count.  The trial court dismissed the voter’s complaint.  The voter then petitioned for a writ of 
mandate under Elections Code Section 13314(a)(1) to challenge the dismissal. 

 The Court of Appeal denied the petition for a writ ordering the vacation of the trial court’s 
order.  The Court declined to reach the issue raised by the voter about write-in candidates; 
rather, it held that postelection challenges had to be based on a violation of constitutional rights 
or Elections Code Section 16100. The McKinney Court wrote: 

The bases for a postelection challenge, i.e., an “election contest,” are 
enumerated in Section 16100.  And, as our Supreme Court pointed out in Friends 
of Sierra Madre v. City of Sierra Madre (2001) 25 Cal.4th 165, these grounds are 
exclusive:  “That the court’s authority to invalidate an election is limited to the 
bases for contest specified in Elections Code Section 16100 and that section is 
exclusive is strongly suggested by the nature of the grounds for contest therein 
enumerated.”  Id. at 192.  See also Bradley v. Perrodin (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 
1153, 1173 (“Election results may only be challenged on one of the grounds 
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specified in Section 16100.”); Horwath v. City of East Palo Alto (1989) 212 
Cal.App.3d 766, 773-775 (the requirement that there be an impartial analysis of a 
ballot measure applied only to preelection activities.  A failure of the city attorney 
to comply with the requirement was not a basis for a postelection contest. . .”)  

Id. at 958.   

 Applying those Code Sections and cases to the facts of this case, it is clear that the writ 
of mandate must be denied.  Because this is a postelection challenge to the June 2018 District 
Attorney’s race, Plaintiff needed to raise a constitutional violation or bring an “election contest” 
under Elections Code Section 16100.  Petitioner neither establishes a violation of any of the 
provisions of Section 16100 nor argues a constitutional violation.   

 

 


